Hospital deaths in Sweden: are individual socioeconomic factors relevant?
As the proportion of deaths in hospital falls, it is important to ensure that social disadvantage has no role in determining place of death. This study investigated the association between individual sociodemographic factors and deaths in hospitals for the population of Stockholm County, Sweden, using linked population registers. In 2002, 14,517 (87%) of the 16,617 adult decedents in Stockholm County had contact with health services in the three years before they died. Twenty-two percent (3,210) of these deaths were in hospitals. Individual income, education, country of birth, and gender had no influence on likelihood of hospital death in multivariate analyses. Decedent characteristics associated with higher chance of hospital death included older age, being married, diagnosis of heart disease, and contact with ambulatory services (not family practitioners) in the three years before death. Cancer patients were no more or less likely than those without cancer to die in hospital. In health systems wishing to reduce an already low proportion of deaths in acute hospitals, enhancing palliative and social support for older patients and people with noncancer diagnoses may merit attention.